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Who
We Are

TijaraHub is a B2B e-Commerce
with door-to-door support for
multi vendor suppliers.

Our solution connects verified manufacturers with
buyers to achieve a seamless transaction experience.
This expands the market share for manufacturers and
offers a hassle-free purchase for buyers.



Our creative B2B e-Commerce
offers safe and unique
omni-sales-based channels
that creates a smooth trading
experience.

Our platform is accessible through the
website, iOS and Android apps. 



Provided Personalized results maintained by
an integrated AI search engine.

Over 40 different payment methods are
available, including bank transfers.

Verified AI integrated system to ensure safe
transactions for all parties.

An ensured fully inspected report is presented
prior to shipment to cover the product and
required documents for the client. 

Regular follow-up via phone calls, online
meetings, and chatbots throughout the order
phases by sales to ensure customer satisfaction.

Guaranteed prompt, protected, and cost-effective
deliveries through the integration with top-tier
shipping and courier firms.



Secure, modern, fast, integrated & robust 
online B2b solution.

We help Egypt, Turkey and Middle East 
to expand their exporting foot print.

Best standards compliant, inspection
Q & A.

High potential growth with the expansion 
of the B2B e-commerce market growth.

Team support for our clients from Egypt, 
Turkey, Africa and Middle East.

A compelling business proposition 
thanks to our key differentiators



JOIN US NOW

Achieve your goals with expert guidance
and personalized recommendations to
experience a positive impact.



All-encompassing & comprehensive
sales and marketing solutions.

No costs while expanding into a
new market.

Making secure payments to ensure
funds safety.

Reduction in payment time and DSO Gain have advantage in the realm of
B2B e-commerce platforms.



We provide purchasers with the
opportunity to connect with suppliers
that have been verified.

Connect with various suppliers and
technologies at a low cost.

The standard of both quality and
quantity are met without any
compromise.

Our shipping service offers a hassle-free
door-to-door delivery experience, without
the need for any complicated documentation.

Your payment options are both
secure and diverse.



Our Platform Mainly Targets
Small and Medium Businesses
in the Following Markets :

Europe ~12 Million SMEs
UK, Germany, France and Italy are one the
highest SMEs with internet access globally.

East Asia ~9 Million SMEs
One of the top countries to do business with in ease,
becouse of the high internet access.

USA ~30 Million SMES
USA has the highest number of SMEs
with internet access and one of the top
countries in ease to do business.

Middle East ~11 Million SMES
Middle East is one of the expanding SMEs and
growing in internet usage. Africa ~9 Million SMES

Nigeria, Morocco, Algeria and south Africa
are having an increase in their SMEs and
growth in internet usage.



East Asia and other Asian
Countries

We will be Targeting
Europe and Middle East

USA & Africa are next.



Traditional Air Freight.

Express Air Freight.

Sea Freight.

Land Freight.

Our comprehensive logistics network at
your service, offering complete delivery 
olutions from door to door.

As part of our fulfillment services, we provide:
Receiving from suppliers and delivering to buyers in our own warehouses.



Terms and Conditions Apply.

Our various secure payment methods
include over 40 options that involve: 

Accepted payments in more
than 20 currencies.

Available financing options 
or qualified vendors.

Flexible installment plans
up to 9 months.



+971 452 307 13         +971 544 206 074
+971 544 206 074
Sharjah Media City (Shams), Al Messaned, Al Bataeh, Sharjah.

+20 2 2754 1414        +20 2 2521 1911
+20 15 5816 7243
16, Street 254, Maadi, Cairo.

+90 534 683 1310        +90 850 309 6849
+90 534 683 1310
Maltepe, Yedikule Çırpıcı Yolu 2/45,
34010 Zeytinburnu, İstanbul.

info@Tijarahub.com



www.Tijarahub.com



Thank
you!
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